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Preface

S

ilent Voices is a collection of personal stories. The contributors
are people who have in some way been affected by Partition or
the ‘Troubles’ in Ireland or by conflict elsewhere in the world. All
have a specific Sligo connection although the stories are not all set in
Sligo. The stories reflect the people who told them and it is their own
voice and words that you read in this book. The stories were told to
an interviewer and later edited by that interviewer in collaboration
with the storyteller. What you read here is the final distillation from
that process.
This collection does not set out to represent a definitive view
of any event, person or place. It simply tells you, the reader, how
the events recounted impacted on the storyteller. Some things you
read may make you feel uncomfortable; some may make you feel
sad. Others may cause you to laugh or smile or bring to mind friends
lost, wisdom gained, times past. For some readers the events in the
stories will be part of history, and maybe for many of us little bits of
history will emerge through these pages that are made new by being
told from a different perspective.
Storytelling is about individual truth telling. It is not about setting
any record straight and does not presume that there is a ‘true story’.
There are many true stories and for every story here there are dozens
more untold stories that make us who we are in Sligo in 2011.
Storytelling is a way to make sense of things that have been
outside our understanding, or beyond us. Telling is cathartic, it brings
closure to the storyteller and many of the contributors reported
strong feelings of relief associated with speaking their own truth to
another person whose only job was to listen and record what was
being said. It takes courage to tell our stories, especially if they are
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hard to hear. As you make your way through this book remember that
the contributors are just ordinary people trying to live their lives as
best they can.
All contributions are anonymous, except where the substance
of the contribution demands otherwise. The experiences recounted
touch on universal themes associated with the impacts of conflict.
Many names, places and other identifying references have been
changed in the stories. Images used have been mainly chosen by the
contributors.
Nothing is sanitised or tweaked to make it acceptable to any
group or viewpoint and it may well be that you will read something
in these pages that will make you think again about something and
cause you to look at people and events in a different way. If that is so,
the collection has done its work.
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Do you go across
the Border much?
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Do you go across
the Border much?

I

was in the pub in the North and I was asked ‘do you go across the
border much?’ I said I went across a lot, because I used to go down
to families living in the South, and I was asked if I would deliver
something and I said, ‘no’. And then strangely enough, I was at home
in the South on one of my visits not long after that and I met a guy in
the pub that I had known for years. We were chatting and drinking,
and he asked me the exact same question. He asked me where I was
staying and I told him I was in Derry at the time. And he said, ‘how do
you go across the border?’. And I said I go across by Swanlinbar, and
he said, ‘is there much checkpoints?’, and I said there was absolutely
none in Swanlinbar, or very rarely, because I was used to going across
the border at Swanlinbar on a regular basis. At that time there was
very little customs, we would very rarely see them, and even if you
did they wouldn’t stop you.
So then he asked me if I would deliver something to a friend of his
and he gave me his address, and he said, ‘you would be doing me a
great favour, you will save me the bother of going up myself, because
you’re going that way and you can do it’. He said, ‘it’s only a small
box’, and of course, me being in the pub, I said, ‘yeah, no bother, why
wouldn’t I? I’ll talk to you in the morning about it’.
But the following morning when I was sober I said to myself ‘ah ah,
I’m not having it’. So I hopped into my motor and went home. You see,
I didn’t know what was in it – it could have been a box of chocolates
for all I know, I don’t know, but it doesn’t really matter. The thing is,
I wasn’t going to be caught transporting anything that wasn’t… well it
was nothing to do with me. He was a friend of mine and I know I was
supposed to be doing him a favour, and I know he was going to give
me a few bob and all the rest of it, but if he wanted to send a box of
chocolates he could use the post, or else drive it himself, but I wasn’t
getting involved in it. That was the only one – well, two times I was
asked, and I found it strange that I was asked twice in such a short
period of time.
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You were with your own people

British army, of the soldiers. We were always going over and back
and I didn’t have any fear. I suppose because we had people in the
RUC, my cousins’ husband and my wife’s cousin as well, that if we
were picked up, we would have someone to use as a reference. And
my wife on the other hand would always have been a little bit less
comfortable in the North then I would have been. She was fearful of
the soldiers and the army and the RUC.
People did talk to us about incidents in the North, not a lot, but
they would a bit, when atrocities would happen. If we take the time
of Bloody Sunday, the man that was working with me at that time,
he took the Nationalist side as it were in that and was a bit hostile
towards me for a little while. It wore off and we remained good friends
afterwards and it’s understandable, you know. But people’s attitudes
towards us as a community never changed.
I suppose everything is advancing in some way or another all
the time and trying to look back at the past is negative. You have to
move with the way things are evolving. There are far more important
and difficult things than your religion and the politics of the country.
Economic survival is far more important than any of those things I
think. I’ve seen down through the years so many people showing a
degree of bitterness and resentment and they have never sought or
made many advances of their own. It eats away at you. Life is short and
I would think the best approach is to try not to create unhappiness
for yourself.
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